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Abstract: The study seeks to propose a new rerouting scheme for Public Utility Jeepneys  
(PUJs) along Cogon Public Market in the city of Cagayan de Oro. PUJ’s causes frequent  
traffic congestion on the main streets surrounding Cogon Public Market. Thus, the study will  
provide data which would then support how congested the four main streets are, namely:  
Yacapin Street, JR Borja Street, Osmena Street, and Captain Vicente Roa Street. The study  
will identify the over-utilized and under-utilized streets around Cogon Public Market. The  
gathered data is then to be evaluated and analyze using Multiple Linear Regression, Level of  
Service, Traffic Volume, Cross Tabulation and Spatial Analysis.  It is  expected that this  
research would address the traffic congestions in Cogon Public Market and the study is able  
to suggest and provide new rerouting schemes for recommended measures and standards;  
given the factors, route merging will be lessened for PUJ’s.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Cagayan de Oro City is in the state of economic and infrastructure development based on the  
2018 ranking of the National Competitiveness Council and the city was ranked as 5th highly  
urbanized city in the Philippines. Together with this progress, there is an increase in the  
human population. Based on the 2015 census by the Philippine Statistics Authority, Cagayan  
de Oro City has a population of 676,000 having an annual growth of 2.23 percent from 2010  
to 2015. In line with this increasing population and economic growth, it also increases the  
need for mobility, which results to an increase on the demand for better means of public  
transportation. Thus, it is important to come up with a standard transport planning and traffic  
management framework that will consider the rapid development of cities (Lidasan et al,  
2010). According to the Land Transportation Franchising and Regulatory Board (2016), a  
total of 3,140 Jeepneys or Public Utility Jeepney (PUJ) vehicles that were registered in the  
city and 1,694 were PUJs passing through Cogon Public Market. Based on these data, a  
primary factor contributing to traffic congestion in Cogon Public Market are the PUJ’s.  
PUJs is one of the most used mode of transportation not just here in the city but in the  
entire country, according to Becero and Vergel (2009) PUJs were simply refurbished military 



 
 

 

jeeps, modern jeeps are now produced by independently owned factories. In the year 2007,  
jeepneys were officially classified as a utility vehicle under Customized Local Road Vehicle  
(CLRV). Class CLRV is defined as motor vehicles manufactured, assembled or rebuilt using  
new or remanufactured parts or a combination of both, driven or used upon highways for the  
purpose of transporting people and/or goods.  
 The main objective of this study is  to develop a sustainable rerouting scheme for  
Jeepneys along Cogon Public Market. In order to attain such objective, the study specifically  
aims to develop baseline maps for PUJ routes passing Cogon Public Market, conduct traffic  
analysis along each PUJ route, evaluate factors that affect utilization of PUJs and lastly  
develop rerouting maps for PUJ routes passing Cogon Public Market.  
 Rerouting is an act of choosing a different path to avoid incidents or traffic; this is one  
way of solving the issue of traffic congestion. In conducting rerouting, there’s a need to  
identify certain parameters to consider; one way of obtaining such data’s is through creating  
an effective road inventory. Road inventory is simply any form of storage device that is used  
to keep important information about our roads. Road inventories could really be useful in  
suggesting new rerouting schemes to address  the issue of traffic congestion in  the city,  
particularly in Cogon Public Market. New rerouting schemes would not just address the issue  
of traffic, but also it would allow us to use those under-utilized roads to cater more vehicles,  
by doing this we can equally distribute the vehicles passing along Cogon Public Market.  
Equal distribution of vehicles can result to minimal traffic congestion and lesser time travel in  
the city; thus, it improves the travel experience for both commuters and drivers.  
  
 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  
 

2.1. Sustainability  
 
Sustainability is an essential part in our society because it ensures the development of the  
future generations to its full capabilities. The main principle behind sustainable development  
relies on the successful integration of the three aspects of sustainability which is composed of  
environmental, economic and social sustainability (Dernbach J., 2003). These three aspects 
are connected in a way that they contribute to the balance of attaining sustainable 

development; one would have failed to exist without the other.  
 Urban road transport efficiency can be improved through better system management,  
however rapid technological advancements have reduced its operational and maintenance  
requirements in addressing the different issues in modern traffic management techniques this  
is based on World banks (2000) journal. Ban Ki-Moon (2016) sates that effective transport  
planning combines the need for short-term deliverables with a long-term view. Sustainable  
transport is the provision of services and infrastructure for the mobility of people and goods—  
advancing economic and social development to benefit today’s and future generations—in a  
manner that is safe, affordable, accessible, efficient, and resilient, while minimizing carbon  
and other emissions and environmental impacts.  
 
2.2 Traffic Congestion  
 
Cagayan de Oro City is a first class highly urbanized city in Northern Mindanao, Philippines.  
The city is experiencing a serious problem concerning traffic congestion (Anana et al, 2015).  
The city is experiencing a serious problem concerning traffic congestion. We can define  
Traffic  Congestion  as  a  condition  on  any  network  as  use  of  vehicle  increases  and  is 



 
 

 

characterized by lower speeds and longer trip times. Thru the years, Cagayan de Oro has been  
experiencing rapid infrastructure development and urbanization which resulted to an immense  
increase in Population here in the city. Cogon Public Market is classified as one of our main  
commercial hubs here in the city, the market is filled with lots of people each day which is  
why most of the PUJs pass thru Cogon Public Market to pick up passengers. That said we are  
experiencing traffic congestion in Cogon Public Market.  
 The roots of traffic congestion may be traced to the trip generation characteristic of land  
uses, which include trip making behavior as well as the modal choice of individual travelers.  
Most congestion may be predictable with respect to time of day and we often associate  
morning and afternoon peak hours with traffic jams (Regidor, 2004).  
 

2.3 Road Utilization  
 
In an era of unprecedented global urbanization, society faces a rapidly accelerating Demand  
for  mobility,  placing  immense  pressure  on  urban  road  networks  (Wang,  2012).  A  road  
network is defined by links representing the road segments and the nodes representing the  
intersections. The demand for better mobility is then manifested in conditions such as severe  
traffic congestions. Road utilization represents how the rate of traffic flow is distributed  
among the available number of lanes in a given section. The volume of vehicles served by the  
road depends on twos aspects. First is the function of the road network which is influenced by  
the road networks location, whether it has the ability to be a connector road. Second is the  
travel demand of the travelers with in the area.  
 

2.4 Public Utility Jeepneys  
 
According to Bacero and Vergel (2009) that PUJ is the most popular means of transportation  
in the Philippines. It is the most accessible means of public mass transportation bringing  
Filipino commuters to their destinations at the cheapest fare. A brief history about it is that  
they were originally built from US military jeeps left over from World War II. The original  
jeepneys  were  simply  refurbished  military  jeeps;  modern  jeeps  are  now  produced  by  
independently owned  factories.  Locals  stripped  down  the  jeeps  to  accommodate  several  
passengers, added metal roofs for shade, and decorated the vehicles with vibrant colors and  
bright chrome hood ornaments. In the year 2007, jeepneys were officially classified as utility  
vehicle under Customized Local Road Vehicle (CLRV). Class CLRV is defined as motor  
vehicles  manufactured,  assembled  or  rebuilt  using  new  or  remanufactured  parts  or  a  
combination of both, driven or used upon highways for the purpose of transporting people  
and/or goods. In fact, PUJs are one of the symbols of the Philippine culture.  
 In 2007, the jeepneys were first officially classified as utility vehicle under customized  
local  road  vehicle  (CLRV).  Class  CLRV  is  defined  as  motor  vehicles  manufactured,  
assembled or rebuilt using new or remanufactured parts or a combination of both, driven or  
used upon highways for the purpose of transporting people and/or goods. This classification  
(PNS 2060:2007) in the Philippine National Standard was promulgated by Sub-Committee 28  
under TC 44 of the Bureau of Product Standards (BPS) of the Department of Trade and  
Industry (DTI).  

 

2.5 Level of Service  
 
Level  of  service  represents  a  qualitative  ranking  of  the  traffic  operational  conditions  
experienced  by  users  at  a  facility  under  specified  roadway,  traffic  and  traffic  control  
conditions (Mannering et al, 2005). Level of Service measures speed, travel time, freedom to  
maneuver,  traffic  interruptions,  comfort  and  convenience.  There  six  Level  of  Service  
categories for freeways and multilane highways. The six categories are LOS A, LOS B, LOS  



 
 

C, LOS D, LOSE and LOS F. LOS A represents free flow conditions, LOS B allows speeds at  
or near free flow speeds but the presence of other vehicles in the traffic stream begins to be  
noticeable, LOS C allows speeds at or near free flow speeds but maneuverability is noticeable  
to be restricted, LOS D describes the situation to be increasing in flow but with a slightly  
decline of speeds at the same time the drivers maneuverability and comfort also decreases,  
LOS E describes the situation to be at or near the road way’s capacity and lastly, LOS F  
describes a breakdown in vehicular flow. Vehicles usually operate at low speeds under this  
condition.  
  
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
The researchers would  most  likely utilize the use of stopwatch, tally sheets  and survey  
questionnaires. The survey questionnaire includes the socio demographic data and delay  
profile of passengers and drivers. The raw data that will be collected is now transcribe with  
the  use  of  a  license  Geographic  Information  System  or  GIS  software.  GIS  integrates  
hardware, software and data for capturing, managing, analyzing and displaying all forms of  
geographically referenced information. Stopwatch and tally sheet are manual collection of  
data, it is to determine the running time, delay time and travel time. The researchers employed  
to survey questionnaire in collecting socio economic data.  
 Cogon Public Market is considered to be one of the oldest places in Cagayan de Oro  
City, knowing that it’s the main commercial hub in the city; it’s no surprise that it is the  
busiest and it’s prone to traffic congestion. Cogon Public Market is surrounded by 4 main  
streets composed of Yacapin Street, JR Borja Street, Osmena Street and Captain Vicente Roa  
Street. The research is to be done in the vicinity of Cogon Public Market, which apparently  
appears to be the place subjected to most traffic congestion issues, the study focuses on  
certain PUJ routes passing through these streets and other arterial streets along the main roads  
of Cogon Public market, these streets are most likely the cause of traffic congestion along  
Cogon Public market. Kauswagan, Bonbon, Bayabas, Gusa and Lapasan PUJ liners are few of  
the subjects of this research. Refer to Figure 1 in the Appendix.  
  
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 

4.1 Traffic Volume Count  
 
Table 1 shows the summary of the traffic volume count accumulated in Cogon Public Market  
on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday.  These data were collected during peak hours for  
morning, noon and afternoon of the said days. These data were generated by manual counting  
and then vehicles were classified into 10 classifications: Jeepney, Motorcylce, Motorela, Car,  
Spors Utility Vehicle (SUV), Action Utility Vehicle (AUV), Truck, Pick up, Service Vehicle  
and Taxi.  
 As shown in the Table 1 shows the average Traffic Volume Count of all the Vehicles  
passing through the said streets in Cogon Public Market at the said days and time.  
            

  Table 1. Average Traffic Volume Count of Vehicles   
 

Street Name 
  Monday   Wednesday   Friday  

  

AM NN PM AM NN PM AM NN PM    

 Capt. Vicente Roa 940 926 1006 860 914 1008 717 806 848 

 Osmena 933 1073 1017 832 901 908 777 771 879 

 Yacapin 695 790 866 539 875 942 581 845 888 

 J.R. Borja (Exit to Market) 644 569 414 594 389 321 395 471 534 

 J.R. Borja (Entry to Market)   1187 1011 898 870 562 386 965 529 898 
Where: AM – Morning; PM – Afternoon; NN – Noon/Lunch Time  



 
 

4.2 Level of Service for the Road Segments  
 
The study focuses on the main streets surrounding Cogon Public Market (CPM) namely  
segment Osmena Street (One-Way) with the length of 97.12m, segment Yacapin Street (One-  
Way) with the length of 158.02m, segment Capt. Vicente Roa Street (One-Way) with the  
length of 98.26m, Segments JR Borja (Two-Way Street; Entry and Exit to CPM) both having  
a length of 162.99m. These streets have unsignalized intersections.  
 The first step in the analysis of a street segment is by determination of urban street  
class. This can be established by direct field measurement or an assessment of the subjected  
streets according to functions and categories, all five (5) street segments namely Osmena St.  
(One-Way), Yacapin St. (One-Way), Capt. Vicente Roa St.  (One-Way), JR Borja Street  
(Two-Way Street; Entry and Exit to CPM), belong to class urban minor arterial IV (HCM,  
2000).  
         

  Table 2. Level of Service    

     Level of Service (LOS)  
        

    Current Route  Proposed Route  
         

   AM NN PM AM NN PM 

 Osmena Street  F E F D D E 

 Yacapin Street  D D D C C D 

 Capt. Vicente Roa Street  D D E D C D 

 J.R. Borja Street (Entry to Market)  D D D C C D 

 J.R. Borja Street (Exit to Market)  C C D D D D 
        

         

Table 3 shows the passenger count of the different routes passing through CPM, together 

with the average passenger count. A range was created in order to identify the quality of the said 

passenger count with scores 0 – 5 classified as worst, 6-10 classified as good and 11-15 classified 

as very good. Scores exceeding 15 is considered to be excellent based on the set of ranges that 

was created for this passenger count. 
Based  on the data that  was acquired in the passenger  count,  the  Lapasan,  Bugo, Gusa, 

Cugman route generated an excellent score of 17. This is mainly because in Jr. Borja Street 

entering CPM, Lapasan routes usually pick up passengers in this area. 
 

   Table 3. Average Passenger Count  
       

   
Osmena Street Yacapin Street 

Captain Vicente 
Jr. Borja Street    Roa Street       

  Bonbon 6 5 6 0 
  Kauswagan 6 6 7 0 

  Bayabas 6 6 9 0 

  Iponan 7 6 9 0 

  Patag 9 7 7 0 

  Lapasan 17 0 0 15 

  Gusa 0 0 0 17 
 

 
4.3 Cross Tabulation for Drivers and Passengers  
 
Jeepney ownership, driver’s perception to traffic initiatives and the drivers’ willingness to  
cooperate  on  a  rerouting  scheme  in  Cogon  Public  Market  are  the  variables  that  were  
considered in the cross-tabulation analysis of the drivers’ characteristics based on the survey  
questionnaires that were distributed to the jeepney drivers. For the jeepney ownership, most  
of the respondents of the drivers’ questionnaires said that they do not own their jeepneys but  



 
 

rather they are only renting it. About 78.79% of the jeepney drivers of Gusa liners said that  
they are only renting there jeepney vehicles, 81.08% for the Lapasan liners, 66.67% for  
Iponan/Bulua jeepney liners, 62.16% for Patag, 62.16% for Apovel Jeepney liners, 52.94%  
for Bonbon jeepney liners and 75.00% for Kauswagan jeepney liners also said that they only  
rent their Jeepney Vehicles. It shows that the Lapasan jeepney has the highest percentage of  
jeepney rentals based on the data acquired from the survey questionnaires. However, for the  
Bayabas liners, 71.43% of the drivers said that they own their jeepney vehicles.  
Traffic initiatives were the second variable that was considered in this analysis and  
majority of the jeepney drivers said that there is a need to develop traffic management efforts  
and policies here in the city, 87.88% - Gusa jeepney drivers, 75.68% - Lapasan jeepney  
drivers, 80.00% - Iponan/Bulua jeepney drivers, 91.89% - Patag/Apovel jeepney drivers,  
85.71% - Bayabas jeepney drivers, 76.47% - Bonbon jeepney drivers and 87.50% for the  
Kauswagan jeepney drivers said yes, that it is necessary for the government to create traffic  
management efforts and policies here in Cagayan de Oro City, particularly in Cogon Public  
Market.  
 The last variable that was considered in this cross-tabulation analysis for the jeepney  
drivers’ is their willingness to cooperate on a rerouting scheme in Cogon Public Market. Of  
the seven (7) jeepney routes that were considered in this analysis, 3 out 7 of these jeepney  
routes have generated an answer that majority of the jeepney drivers are willing to cooperate  
in a rerouting scheme in Cogon Public Market (66.67% - Gusa jeepney liner, 70.27% -  
Patag/Apovel jeepney liner, 57.14% - Bayabas jeepney liners). 3 out of 7 have answered that  
they are not willing to cooperate in a rerouting scheme in Cogon Public Market (45.95% -  
Lapasan jeepney liners, 53.33% - Iponan/Bulua jeepney liners, 58.82% - Bonbon jeepney  
liners).  For  the  Kauswagan  jeepney  drivers,  50.00%  answered  that  they  are  willing  to  
cooperate in a rerouting scheme in Cogon Public Market and the remaining 50.00% of the  
said drivers answered that they are not willing to cooperate in a rerouting scheme for Cogon  
Public Market.  
 The cross-tabulation analysis of the passenger respondents, the researchers considered  
five (5) variables namely: gender, employment status, vehicle ownership, modes of public  
transport and traffic initiatives. In this analysis, six (6) destinations were also considered:  
school, office, church, home and mall and recreational areas.  For the first part Table 4, it 
shows the gender profile of passengers based on the purpose of their trip. There are more  
female going to school, church and recreational area, while there are more male going to an  
office, home and mall. The second part of the Table 4, shows the employment status of  
passengers based on the purpose of the trip. There are more student passengers going to  
school and employed passengers going to an office, church, home, mall and recreation. Third  
part of the Table 4, shows the vehicle ownership of passengers based on the purpose of the  
trip. Majority of the passengers going to school, office, church, home, mall and recreational  
area do not own a vehicle in going to the desired location. Next part shows the modes of  
public transportation of passengers based on the trip. Majority of the passengers are riding a  
jeepney in going to school, office, church, home, mall and a recreational area. It shows the  
passenger’s more preferred mode of transportation is jeepney in going to the desired location.  
Last part shows the passenger’s preference on traffic initiatives such a sustainable plan,  
vehicle  technology,  government  incentives,  patronization  for  PTU,  vehicle  improvement  
incentive and traffic re-routing. All these passengers going to different location says that there  
is a need for the government to create traffic management efforts and policies.  
 For the first part of the Table 4, it shows the gender profile of passengers based on the 
purpose of the trip. There are more female going to school, church and recreational area, while 
there are more male going to an office, home and mall. The second part of the Table 4 shows the 
employment status of passengers based on the purpose of the trip. There are more student 
passengers going to school and employed passengers going to an office, church, home, mall and 
recreation. Third part of the Table 4 shows the vehicle ownership of passengers based on the 
purpose of the trip. Majority of the passengers going to school, office, church, home, mall and 



 
 

recreational area do not own a vehicle in going to the desired location. Next part shows the 
modes of public transportation of passengers based on the trip.  
  Majority of the passengers are riding a jeepney in going to school, office, church, 
home, mall and a recreational area. It shows the passenger’s more preferred mode of 
transportation is jeepney in going to  the  desired  location.  Last  part  shows  the  passenger’s  
preference  on traffic  initiatives  such  a sustainable plan, vehicle technology,  government 
incentives, patronization for PUJ, vehicle improvement incentive and traffic re-routing. All these 
passengers going to different location says that there is a need for the government to create traffic 
management efforts and policies. 
 

Table 4. Passenger’s Trip Purpose and Passenger’s Characteristics Cross Tabulation  
 

Passenger Characterization 
  Trip Purpose   

 

School Office Church Home Mall Recreation    

 
Gender 

Female 58.49% 42.95% 71.43% 46.00% 35.53% 59.09% 
 

Male 41.51% 57.05% 28.57% 54.00% 64.47% 40.91%   

  Student 100.00% 10.88% 39.29% 35.42% 26.67% 27.27% 

 Employment Status Employed 0.00% 82.99% 46.43% 41.67% 64.00% 52.27% 

  Unemployed 0.00% 6.12% 14.29% 22.92% 9.33% 20.45% 

 
Vehicle Ownership 

Yes 13.21% 22.97% 0.00% 22.00% 25.00% 18.18% 
 

No 86.79% 77.03% 100.00% 78.00% 75.00% 81.82%   

 
Modes of Public 

Motorcycle 25.51% 16.28% 6.45% 3.03% 7.06% 9.80% 
 

Motorela 24.49% 13.02% 0.00% 18.18% 45.29% 13.73%  Transportation  

Jeepney 50.00% 70.70% 93.55% 78.79% 47.65% 76.47%   

 
Traffic Initiatives 

Yes 90.20% 84.93% 92.86% 55.56% 68.00% 50.00% 
 

No 9.80% 15.07% 7.14% 44.44% 32.00% 50.00%   
        

 

4.4 Multilinear Regression Analysis  
 
4.4.1   Drivers  
 
Utilization analysis model for PUJ Drivers whose routes pass through Cogon Public Market  
is done through the IBM SPSS program using multiple linear regression modeling. The data  
underwent certain treatment, where it involves multicollinearity test and dimension reduction  
processes  which  constitutes  in  the  backward  elimination  of  the  variables.  There  are  6  
independent variables which are considered to be a continuous type of variable in the model:   
Age (A), Number of Trips (NT), Passenger Capacity (PC), First Trip (FT), Last Trip (LT) and  
Daily Rent (DR). On the other hand, Ownership (O) is another independent variable that was  
considered but as a categorical variable. After generating the desired R2, it is now analyzed.   
The first step is to interpret each regression coefficients, it analyzes the relationship of the  
independent  to  the  dependent  variable.  Multicollinearity  problems  may  occur  in  the  
independent variables because these variables are highly correlated with each other. In order  
to test for multicollinearity, the correlation matrix is usually the general basis. In the matrix of  
correlation,  when  the  variable  is  compared  with  itself,  it  will  show  a  value  of  1.  The  
coefficient is the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable (Y) that is predicTable  
from the independent variables. From the result of the ANOVA for drivers, the Significance  
of F-value (Sig.) shows that the probability of the final utilization model in terms of the gross  
income for drivers is not obtained by chance. Model validation is essential to the results for   
the general utilization model in terms of gross income for drivers. It comes with two data;   
first is the observed gross income which is the results of the survey from the driver’s actual  
income; second is the predicted gross income which is the result of substituting the values  
found in the utilization survey of drivers to the model that was formulated. For its process, the  
observed gross and predicted gross incomes will be compared. The data that will be used for  
validation comes from the 20% randomly selected cases from the 320 respondents based on the 
routes.  



 
 

           

   Table 5. Jeepney Utilization Model for Drivers    
  Route   Jeepney Sustainability Model    

  Bonbon  = 743.957 + 11.582 (FT) - 17.912 (LT) + 50.262 (NT)   

  Bayabas  = 832.042 - 20.951 (FT) - 44.894 (LT) + 92.254 (NT)   

  Iponan  = 634.904 – 92.675 (O) – 0.069 (DR) + 65.732 (NT)   

  Kauswagan  = 1106.735 + 0.109 (DR) – 14.662 (SC) + 32.748 (NT)   

  Patag  = 528.743 + 14.057 (O) + 8.077 (FT) + 63.441 (NT)   

  Gusa  = 455.255 + 12.913 (FT) + 70.846 (NT)    

  Lapasan  = 478.768 – 0.025 (DR) + 4.064 (SC) + 69.248 (NT)   
          

           

   Table 6. General Utilization Model Summary for Drivers    
  

Route 

Percent Mean Squarred Root Mean 

R R Square Adjusted R 

Standard 

  Error (%) Error (MSE) Squarred Error (RMSE) Error 

  Bonbon 2.70% 1380.371 37.153 0.910 0.828 0.812 26.411  

  Bayabas 2.13% 568.668 23.847 0.920 0.846 0.799 25.933  

  Iponan 2.86% 1448.913 38.065 0.915 0.837 0.819 29.915  

  Kauswagan 3.05% 1626.713 40.333 0.901 0.811 0.754 32.871  

  Patag 2.00% 1400.015 37.417 0.905 0.819 0.811 27.879  

  Gusa 3.81% 3295.955 57.410 0.911 0.829 0.824 36.406  

  Lapasan 2.24% 1292.965 35.968 0.914 0.836 0.830 30.798  
          

         
 

4.4.2 Passengers  
 
Utilization analysis model for passengers whose jeepney routes passes through Cogon Public  
Market is done through the IBM SPSS program using multiple linear regression modeling.  
The data underwent certain treatment, where it involves multicollinearity test and dimension  
reduction processes which constitutes in the backward elimination of the variables. There are  
a  total  of  13  independent  variables  that  were  used  to  estimate  the  model.  There  are  5  
independent variables which are considered to be a continuous type of variable in the model:  
Frequency (FR), Fare (F), Passenger Count (PC), Jeepney Count during the Day (JC_Day  
Time) and Jeepney Count during the Night (JC_Night Time). On the other hand, there are 8  
independent  variables  which  are  considered  to  be  a  categorical  variable  in  the  model:  
Employment Status (ES), Car Ownership (CO), Jeepney as a Mode of Public Transportation  
(MPT), Travel Delays (TD), Comfort (C), In favor of the Fare (IF), Safety (S) and Traffic  
Management Initiatives (TM). After generating the desired R2, it is now analyzed. The first  
step is to interpret each regression coefficients, it analyzes the relationship of the independent  
to the dependent variable. Multicollinearity problems may occur in the independent variables 
because these variables are highly correlated with each other. In order to test for 

multicollinearity,  the  correlation  matrix  is  usually  the  general  basis.  In  the  matrix  of  
correlation,  when  the  variable  is  compared  with  itself,  it  will  show  a  value  of  1.  The  
coefficient is the proportion of the variance in the dependent variable (Y) that is predictable  
from  the  independent  variables.  From  the  result  of  the  ANOVA  for  passengers,  the  
Significance of F-value (Sig.) shows that the probability of the final utilization model in terms  
of the jeepney preference of passengers  is  not  obtained by chance.  Model validation is  
important to the results for the general utilization model in terms of jeepney preference for  
passengers. It comes with two data; first is the observed jeepney preference which is the  
results of the survey from the passengers; second is the predicted jeepney preference which is  
the result of substituting the values found in the utilization survey of passengers to the model  
that was formulated. The observed gross and predicted gross incomes will be compared. The  
data that will be used for validation comes from the 20% randomly selected cases from the  
400 respondents based on a usual destination.  



 
 

  Table 7. Jeepney Utilization Model for Passengers 
 Trip Purpose   Trip Purpose 

 School = 0.643 + 0.146 (CO) + 0.202 (FR) – 0.227 (TD) + 0.049 (JC_D) – 0.212 (S) 

 Church = 0.270 + 0.284 (FR) – 0.246 (IF) + 0.081 (JC_D) 

 Recreational = 0.317 + 0.314 (MPT) + 0.197 (FR) – 0.228 (TD) + 0.164 (TM) 

 Mall = -0.821 + 1.146 (MPT) + 0.170 (FR) + 0.373 (TD) – 0.250 (IF) + 0.052 (JC_N) 

 Office = 0.552 + 0.253 (FR) - 0.007 (F) - 0.051 (JC_N) + 0.089 ™ 

 Home = 0.336 – 0.198 (CO) + 0.227 (FR) + 0.160 (S) 
    

     

  Table 8. General Utilization Model Summary for Passengers  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   

  

Trip Purpose 
Percent Mean Squarred Root Mean 

R R Square Adjusted R 
Standard 

Error (%) Error (MSE) Squarred Error (RMSE) Error     

School 3.00% 0.034 0.184 0.813 0.661 0.625 0.163 

Church 2.60% 0.026 0.162 0.886 0.784 0.757 0.176 

Recreational 2.57% 0.045 0.211 0.887 0.787 0.765 0.179 

Mall 2.80% 0.086 0.293 0.785 0.616 0.588 0.187 

Office 2.65% 0.171 0.413 0.778 0.606 0.595 0.180 

Home 2.83% 0.076 0.275 0.833 0.693 0.673 0.212 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
 
Objective 1: To Develop Baseline Maps for PUJ Routes: Secondary data was acquired from  
the Roads and Traffic Administration (RTA) Office to achieve the baseline data of the current  
PUJ routes. The baseline map for PUJ routes are represented by two colors; Red and Blue.  
The red lines represent the inbound movement of PUJs approaching Cogon Public Market,  
while the Blue ones indicate the outbound movement of PUJs as it leaves the Vicinity of  
Cogon  Public  Market.  Darker  lines  indicate  congestion  while  the  light  ones  indicate  
otherwise. 
 
Objective 2: To Conduct Traffic Analysis Along Each PUJ Routes: To conduct traffic  
analysis along each PUJ routes, the researchers conducted a survey on Traffic Volume Count  
and Spot Speed. This was conducted on the four streets around Cogon Public Market. For  
Traffic Volume Count the researchers did a volume count on all types of vehicles (both  
private and public) passing through Cogon Public Market on a Monday, Wednesday and  
Friday respectively. The highest accumulation of vehicles is observed on a Monday morning,  
8:00-9:00 am at JR Borja Street having a total number of 1187 of vehicles utilizing the said  
street to enter Cogon Public Market. 

   Spot Speed Method was used in order to achieve the Level of Service of the four streets  
around Cogon Public Market. Characterized by stop-and-go waves, poor travel times, low  
comfort and convenience, the worst Level of Service is observed in Osmena Street has an  
average LOS F, which means that the road cannot accommodate the total number of vehicles  
utilizing it.  It  can  also  be  said  that  the  street  road  has  exceeded  its  design  capacity in  
accommodating vehicles which led to the street generating a LOS F rating. 
 
Objective 3: To Evaluate Factors That Affect Utilization of PUJ: To evaluate factors that affect 
utilization of PUJ, we considered the following variables: for the drivers; Jeepney ownership 
per route, traffic initiatives per route and willingness to cooperate per route. For the  passengers;  
gender  profile  of  passengers  and  trip  purpose,  employment  status  of passengers and trip 
purpose, vehicle ownership of passengers and trip purpose, modes of public transportation of 
passengers and trip purpose, traffic initiatives and trip purpose.  Table 4 represents the cross 
tabulation of the PUJ ownership of the drivers per route. Gusa, Lapasan, Iponan/Bulua,  
Patag/Apovel,  Bonbon  and  Kauswagan  drivers  are  renting  the  PUJ  while Bayabas drivers 
said they own the PUJ. Table 4 represents the cross tabulation of the driver’s perception on 
traffic initiatives. It was seen that the drivers think that there is a need for the government to 
create traffic management efforts and policies.



 
 

  
Table 4 represents the cross tabulation of drivers’ willingness to cooperate on a jeepney 

re-routing scheme in Cogon Public  Market.  Gusa  (66.67%),  Lapasan  (54.05%),  Bayabas  
(57.14%)  and  Patag/Apovel (70.27%) are willing to cooperate while Iponan/Barra (53.33%) and 
Bonbon (58.82%) are not willing to cooperate. Kauswagan (50.00%) shows an equal result 
whether to cooperate or not. Table 4 represents the gender profile of passengers based on their 
trip purpose. There are more female respondents going to schools, church, and recreational areas 
compared to the male respondents which are more on traveling to an office, home and mall. 
Table 4 represents the employment  status  of  passengers  based  on  trip  purpose.  It  is  
observed  that  student passengers’ trip purpose is for going to school, employed passengers are 
going to an office. Table 4 represents vehicle ownership of passengers based on their trip purpose. 
Majority of the passengers do not own a vehicle in going to a desired location. Table 4 represents 
the modes of public transportation used by the passengers based on trip purpose. Majority of the 
passengers rides a PUJs going to their desired locations and it is their preferred mode of 
transportation. Table 4 represents the passenger’s preference on traffic initiatives. Passengers 
having different trip purpose said that the government needs to create better traffic management 
solutions and policies. 

 
Objective 4: To Develop Re-Routing Maps: For the proposed rerouting scheme in Cogon  
Public Market, the researchers considered five (5) jeepney routes to be included namely;  
Lapasan, Pier, Bonbon, Bayabas and Kauswagan Jeepney Routes. The researchers chose the  
said routes based on the gathered data from the Traffic Volume Count (refer to Table 1),  
Passenger Count (refer to Table 3), and Level of Service (refer to Table 2).  
 The Lapasan Jeepneys new route will still enter Cogon Public Market from Jr. Borja 
street but instead of passing the Osmena street, the new proposed route will pass through Jr. 
Borja Extension then going to Roxas Street and then exit to Yacapin Street, copying the current 
route of the Gusa Jeepneys (refer to Figure 3a and 3b).  
 Pier Jeepney Routes originally enters Cogon Public Market through Captain Vicente Roa 
Street. But for the proposed rerouting scheme, Pier Jeepneys shall turn to Yacapin Street then to 
Sotero Daumar Street then it shall exit to Jr. Borja Extension (refer to Figure 3c and 3d).  

Bonbon, Bayabas, Kauswagan Jeepney routes originally pass through the Streets around  
Cogon Public Market namely; Osmena Street, Yacapin Street and Captain Vicente Roa Street,  
which is a reason why these Jeepney liners tend to contribute to congestion in Cogon Public  
Market. In order to minimize traffic congestion in the said streets, particularly in Osmena  
Street, the Bayabas, Bonbon and Kauswagan Jeepney routes will utilize the lane 1 of the Jr.  
Borja Street instead of passing through the 3 Streets surrounding Cogon Public Market. by  
doing so, traffic congestion in Cogon Public Market are distributed equally in the main streets  
surrounding Cogon Public Market (refer to Figure 3e and 3f) 
 
 VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
For the design option 1, the researchers have proposed a re-routing scheme for Cogon Public 

Market (CPM) as mentioned above. The researchers specifically chose these routes based on the 

data that was gathered by Level of service analysis and Passenger Count analysis. For the design 

option 2 we proposed a jeepney configuration in order to maximize the capacity of the jeepney to 

provide better service. The last design option is necessary to control traffic flow in since the 

researchers have proposed a new re – routing scheme in the said area. 

 

 

 

  
   



 
 

 Table 9. Traffic Engineering, Management and Policy Solutions 

 Design and Management Option Cogon Public Market (Cagayan de Oro City) 

 Design Option  

 Option1: Please refer to figure 3b, 3d and 3f 
 Reroute Scheme (Selected Jeepney)  

 Option2: Improve  the  capacity  of  the  Jeepney  to 
 Jeepney Configuration in terms of more capacity accommodate more passengers 

 Option3: Assessment and planning of traffic management 
 Traffic Regulating Systems to reduce traffic congestion and traffic merging 
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Figure 1. Research Area Figure 2. Baseline map for PUJ routes  

 
Figure 3a. Lapasan Current Route Figure 3b. Lapasan Re-route  

 
Figure 3c. Pier RB Current Route Figure 3d. Pier RB Re-route  

 
Figure 3e. Bonbon, Bayabas, Kauswagan Figure 3f. Bonbon, Bayabas, Kauswagan  



 
 

 

 Current Route Re-route 

   

   

   

  Table 10. Passenger Volume Count  

Osmena Street Yacapin Street 
Captain Vicente Roa 

Jr. Borja Street 
Street     

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  
 

  
  Mon Wed Fri Ave Mon Wed Fri  Mon Wed Fri  Mon Wed Fri  

 Bonbon 5 4 7 6 5 3 6 5 6 3 8 6 0 0 0 0 
 Kauswagan 6 4 8 6 6 4 7 6 7 4 10 7 0 0 0 0 
 Bayabas 5 4 7 6 5 6 7 6 9 5 11 9 0 0 0 0 
 Iponan 7 5 7 7 6 6 6 6 10 5 12 9 0 0 0 0 
 Patag 10 7 9 9 6 5 9 7 6 4 9 7 0 0 0 0 
 Lapasan 10 7 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 13 17 15 
 Gusa/Bugo/Cugman 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 17 19 17 
 Pier 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 7 5 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 11. Summary of Level of Service  
   ACTUAL    REROUTED   

 
STREET 

 LENGTH OF AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME LEVEL OF  LENGTH OF AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME LEVEL OF 
    of the     of the  
  

TIME SEGMENT TRAVEL TIME SERVICE TIME SEGMENT TRAVEL TIME SERVICE   SEGMENT SEGMENT 

   (km) (ATT) in kph (TTS) in kph (LOS)  (km) (ATT) in kph (TTS) in kph (LOS) 

  8:00AM-9:00AM  36.81 9.45 F 8:00AM-9:00AM  27.19 12.9 D 

 OSMENA 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.09712 31.65 11.05 E 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.09712 22.78 15.3 D 

  4:00PM-5:00PM  39.86 8.77 F 4:00PM-5:00PM  32.25 10.8 E 

  8:00AM-9:00AM  36.17 15.73 D 8:00AM-9:00AM  29.75 19.1 C 

 YACAPIN 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.15802 34.2 16.64 D 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.15802 29.55 19.3 C 

  4:00PM-5:00PM  38.13 14.92 D 4:00PM-5:00PM  34.74 16.4 D 

  8:00AM-9:00AM  25.71 13.76 D 8:00AM-9:00AM  22.11 16 D 

 CAPT. VICENTEROA 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.09826 22.64 15.63 D 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.09826 19.41 18.2 C 

  4:00PM-5:00PM  27.88 12.69 E 4:00PM-5:00PM  25.51 13.9 D 

  8:00AM-9:00AM  26.39 22.15 C 8:00AM-9:00AM  32.33 18.2 C 

 JRBORJA 1 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.16299 27.52 21.32 C 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.16299 32.81 17.9 C 

  4:00PM-5:00PM  33.39 17.57 D 4:00PM-5:00PM  38.93 15.1 D 

  8:00AM-9:00AM  39.55 14.83 D 8:00AM-9:00AM  39.55 14.83 D 

 JRBORJA 2 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.16299 33.95 17.28 D 11:30AM-12:30PM 0.16299 33.95 17.28 D 

  4:00PM-5:00PM  41.26 14.22 D 4:00PM-5:00PM  14.22 14.22 D 
           

            

            
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             



 
 

 

   Table 12. LOS Standard  
  Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual 2000 

    LEVEL OF SERVICE FOR ARTERIALS   
         

   CLASS 1  CLASS 2  CLASS 3 CLASS 4 

 LOS  miles/hr  miles/hr  miles/hr miles/hr 

 A  35  30  25 20 
         

 B  28  24  19 14 
         

 C  22  18  13 11 
         

 D  17  14  9 8 
         

 E  13  10  7 6 
         

 F  <13  <10  <7 <6 
         

         

   1 mile =  1.60934  km  

         

   CLASS 1  CLASS 2  CLASS 3 CLASS 4 

 LOS  km/hr  km/hr  km/hr km/hr 

 A  56.3269  48.2802  40.2335 32.1868 

 B  45.06152  38.62416  30.57746 22.53076 

 C  35.40548  28.96812  20.92142 17.70274 

 D  27.35878  22.53076  14.48406 12.87472 

 E  20.92142  16.0934  11.26538 9.65604 

 F  <20.9214  <16.0934  <11.2654 <9.65604 
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